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For Immediate Release:
EIU PLANS FIRST IN SERIES OF OPEN DISCUSSIONS ON DIVERSITY

CHARLESTON - A panel of Eastern Illinois University experts on diversity plans to meet
in discussion next week in the first of what promises to be a long-running series on the topic.
Sponsored by the Women's Studies Minor Program, the series will begin with talk on the
definition of diversity. The discussion is scheduled to begin at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday, April 24,
in the Charleston/Mattoon Room of the University Union. Admission is free and open to the
public.
"We have all been using the word since the '60s, thought we knew what we wanted to
achieve in the '80s and '90s, yet are still grappling with ever wider concerns related to the
concept of diversity," said Janet T. Marquardt, Women's Studies Minor coordinator.
"When you use the word diversity, do you think of forms of gender, race, class, age,
ethnicity, disability, sexuality, religion, intellectual level, politics, profession or what? How can
our understandings of diversity bring greater awareness, tolerance and experience to the
campus community?
"We would like to explore these various aspects and others," Marquardt added.
Featured panelists are to include Daiva Markelis, English; Mehdi Semati, speech
communication; Johnetta Jones, Office of Minority Affairs; Edith Hedges, family and consumer
sciences (retired); and Nida Elmuti, biological sciences.
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astern Illinois University emphasizes distinguished teaching in the liberal arts, sciences and selected professions.

A traditional,

residential state university of recognized quality, Eastern enrolls more than 10,000 students in undergraduate and graduate programs.

The university, located in Charleston, also serves the region through a variety of non-credit and off-site degree programs, as well as cultural
and recreational opportunities. Eastern's pursuit of excellence attracts well-qualified students of an increasingly diverse population and a
teaching faculty active in research and public service who utilize the latest technology.
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DIVERSITY PANEL
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Each participant will present a brief introduction to his/her understanding of the topic of
diversity from his/her own experiences. From that point on, open discussion between panel
participants and audience members will take place.
Marquardt said she believes this first discussion will lead to the development of "a
number of directions from which we can draw future topics and presentations for our series."
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